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Widely anticipated ETH2.0 conveys positive sentiment across DeFi, strong 
rebound from major L1 & L2 tokens
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Market Performance

1. One-Year Price Recap

2. Layer 1 Price Recap (15 Mar – 4 Apr 2022)

Market rebounded.
ETH surged as market widely anticipates the Merge in June 2022.
LUNA continued to break ATH while targeting 10 billion worth of bitcoin to back up its reserve.
SOL regained steam as OpenSea would list select Solana-based NFTs and Coinbase started trading Solana-based tokens.
ADA surged with strong Dapp pipeline after its June 2022 hard fork upgrade.

3. Dapps Price Recap (15 Mar – 4 Apr 2022)

In line with layer-1 movements.
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Market Performance

One-Year Layer-1 Price Recap
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Layer-1 Price Recap (15 Mar – 4 Apr 2022) 
-Market rebounded
-ETH surged as market widely anticipates the Merge in June 2022.
-LUNA continued to break ATH while targeting 10 billion worth of bitcoin to back up its reserve.
-SOL regained steam as OpenSea would list select Solana-based NFTs and Coinbase started trading Solana-based tokens.
-ADA surged with strong Dapp pipeline after its June 2022 hard fork.

Source: CoinGecko, AMTD Research
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Market Performance

Cardano co-founder talked
about planned 2022 hard forks.

Treasury yield 2Y/10Y
inverted

Russia’s alleged withdrawal
of troops for peace talks;
Equities soared.

MicroStrategy took BTC 
secured loans to buy 
Bitcoin

Meta confirmed to bring NFTs to
Instagram.

Ethereum launched the 
final public testnet Kiln.

LFG to raise Bitcoin
reserve to $3b in ST/
$10b in LT.

Avalanche launched 
$100m creator fund

EU Parliament passed crypto
privacy rules.

Fed rate hike of 25bp; Equities
soared.
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Protocol Price Recap (15 Mar – 4 Apr 2022)
- In line with layer-1 movements.
- ENS outperformed as NFT trading volume recovered.
- OSMO underperformed as Cosmos ecosystem saw no significant upgrades and Evmos failed to launch.

Source: CoinGecko, AMTD Research
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Market Performance
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Performance of protocol tokens in past two 
weeks (15 Mar 2022 base: 100)

PancakeSwap Mini-
Program to be launched 
in Binance.

Ronin bridge was 
hacked for over $620m.

Tribe launched Tribe 
Convex Pool. Convex 
continued integrate with 
new pools YTD.

AAVE v3 launched.

SushiSwap Phase 1 
Trident launched
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Layer-1 Summary (15 Mar – 4 Apr 2022)
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Layer-1 Blockchains

1. Bitcoin (2W: +17%)/(YTD: +0.2%)
2 million units of Bitcoin left to mine, longer holding time; ESG remains key investor concern.

2. Ethereum (2W: +36%)/(YTD: -4%)
Balance on centralized exchanges fell significantly, likely due to popularity of ETH2.0 staking.

3. Solana (2W: +68%)/(YTD: -20%)
Solana became more accessible to investors, but TVL/number of protocols trailed behind EVM chains.

4. Terra (2W: +20%)/(YTD: +32%)
Adding Bitcoin to its reserve pushed it to ATH.

5. Cardano (2W: +47%)/(YTD: -10%)
Mounting excitement on hard folk upgrade in June 2022.

6. Fantom Exodus Continues since DeFi Godfather quits

7. News and Headlines
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Bitcoin – Only 2 million units left to mine, longer holding time; ESG concerns remain
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Layer-1 Blockchains

Source: Cointelegraph; Bitcoinfool; Intotheblock

Note: As of 1 April 2022

• The 19 millionth Bitcoin was mined on 1 Apr 2022 and only 2 million units
left, which highlighted scarcity of Bitcoin supply. Next halving is expected in
2024.

• Bitcoin holder tended to hold it for longer time regardless of price
movements.

• Although EU didn’t pass so-called PoW ban in the end, ESG concerns
remained. Chris Larsen, Co-founder of Ripple, donated $5 million to
advocate against Bitcoin mining.

Current stage
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Ethereum - Balance on Exchanges Drop to 2018 Levels, Showing Positive Sentiment
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Layer-1 Blockchains

Source: Glassnode, Beaconcha.in, CoinMarketCap

The drop is amid market-wide transition to ETH staking:

• Nearly 10.7m ETH is staked on the Ethereum 2.0 Beacon Chain

• Over 25% of all staked ETH is in Lido

Note: As of 5 April 2022
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Solana (SOL) – More accessible to investors but still behind EVM chains in no. of protocols and TVL
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Layer-1 Blockchains

Source: Footprint Analytics

Note: As of 4 April 2022

• Solana newly became the fourth largest blockchain tokens by market cap, only behind BTC, ETH and BNB.

• Many events during the period make Solana more accessible to investors
• Grayscale launched Grayscale Smart Contract Platform Ex-Ethereum Fund with Solana being the heaviest holding, 27.22% at the time of

writing.
• Opensea will introduce Solana based NFTs to its platform.
• Coinbase will kick off Solana-based protocol tokens trading in its platform.

• In terms of number of protocols/TVL, Solana is still behind EVM chains.
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Terra (LUNA) – Positive sentiment from adding Bitcoin to reserve and introducing 4Pool 
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Layer-1 Blockchains

Source: Footprint Analytics: Smart Stake

Note: As of 4 April 2022

• LUNA hit ATH with its price doubled from the lowest point in 2022.
• Capital raising from LFG supported its move to add 10 billion worth of bitcoins to its reserve. This

eased investors’ concerns over UST de-pegging risk.
• Introduction of 4Pool raised positive sentiment on UST’s stability.

UST circulation was ever-increasing but slowed down recently.Popularity of Anchor and Lido propelled the TVL surge in Terra
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Cardano (ADA) – Mounting excitement on hard fork upgrade in June 2022 & Rollout of Milkomeda
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Layer-1 Blockchains

Source: Twitter: Intotheblock

Note: As of 1 April 2022

• The excitement built on Cardano stemmed from widely anticipated Vasil Hard Fork in
June 2022. Many protocols that are under development in Cardano delay launches for
awaiting June hard folk, according to Charles Hoskinson, founding member of
Cardano.

• Rollout of Milkomeda, an Ethereum Virtual Machine-compatible sidechain that is
connected directly to the Cardano blockchain, further fanned investors’ interests on
Cardano.

Institutional demand is surging as large transaction (>$100k) has soared since mid-March.
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Fantom Exodus Continues

Source: UniWhales
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Layer-1 Blockchains

• The Fanton-Andre Cronje exodus continues with ~US$1.5bn in net withdrawals back to Ethereum since Andre
Cronje announced his departure from DeFi.

• USDC accounted for ~45% of all withdrawal volume
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Layer-1 Blockchains

Ethereum scaling startup Optimism raises $150 million at
$1.65 billion valuation

Optimism, the Ethereum scaling startup, said Thursday that it
had raised a $150 million Series B funding round.

The round values the startup, which formed out of a research
effort in early 2020, at $1.65 billion, according to a blog post
from the team. According to TechCrunch, the round was co-led
by Paradigm and Andreessen Horowitz. [TheBlock]

Hoskinson Promises Solana-Like Performance for Cardano

Charles Hoskinson reiterates Cardano priorities for 2022.

Cardano is in its fourth phase of development, codenamed
Basho.

The June Vasil Hard Fork will introduce pipelining, making
room for an increase in the total-value-locked on Cardano.
[bincrypto]

Do Kwon reveals plan to increase UST's bitcoin reserve to $3
billion

Terraform Labs CEO Do Kwon said Luna Foundation Guard has 
raised $2.2 billion for a bitcoin reserve.
The LFG has the funds and the intention to increase this to $3 
billion, he added. [TheBlock]

Avalanche launches $100 million creator fund with Grimes
and web3 platform Op3n.
Ethereum-challenger Avalanche makes cultural play with a
$100 million creator fund to launch projects on the network
exclusively accessible on social media platform Op3n.
Grimes’ plans for an “intergalactic childrens’ metaverse book”
will kick off the fund, with a collaboration on Ava Max’s new
music video to follow suit. [TheBlock]

L2 Scaling Solution Boba Network Raises $45m
Boba Network announced that it secured $45m in Series A
funding, valuing the project at $1.5b. There were over 400
investors including Crypto.com, Dreamers VC (Will Smith),
M13 (Paris Hilton), among others. [Boba Network]
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Layer-1 Blockchains

iPhone Users Score Apple Pay Integration With Popular
Crypto Wallet MetaMask

New version of MetaMask app on iOS integrates Apple Pay to
pay for crypto.

Wyre's API is used with Apple Pay to purchase crypto.

Gasless transactions are also included in the new update.
[beincrypto]

A16z, FTX and Sequoia Lead $135M Round for LayerZero at
$1B Valuation

LayerZero, a startup addressing the problem of interoperability
between blockchains, has raised $135 million at a $1 billion
valuation in a round co-led by Andreessen Horowitz (a16z), the
venture capital arm of crypto exchange giant FTX and Sequoia
Capital, the company announced Wednesday. [CoinDesk]

Drama erupts around the Waves blockchain project and
trading firm Alameda

The founder of the Waves blockchain made accusations
regarding trading firm Alameda, which denies them.
This resulted in a proposal being submitted to the Waves
governance forum, one that would target Alameda — and
most other traders too. [TheBlock]

IPCC cites cryptocurrency as carbon emissions factor in latest
climate report

A new report from the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate
Change (IPCC) released Monday contained dire warnings
about future climate risks.
Included in the more than 2,000-page report were a pair of
mentions of cryptocurrency networks as a carbon emissions
risk. [TheBlock]
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Stablecoins Summary (15 Mar – 4 Apr 2022)
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Stablecoins

1. Centralized Stablecoins
Recent Bitcoin rally correlated with the incremental daily increase (30DMA) of USDT.

2. Decentralized Stablecoins
Only UST recorded supply growth in the past two weeks. USDN de-pegged amid WAVES controversy.
LFG added Bitcoin to its reserve.
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Centralized Stablecoins Updates – Supply Growth Stagnant

20
Source: The Block, Tether, CoinGecko, AMTD Research

 USDT remains market leader with ~45% share vs USDC at 29%.

 For the past two weeks:

 Total stablecoin supply growth was <1%

 USDT supply was roughly level for the past two weeks.

 USDC supply contracted ~3% for the past two weeks.

Stablecoins

There is a positive correlation is a proxy that indicates
that the market is buying more crypto as prices rise.

Note: As of 4 Apr 2022
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Decentralized Stablecoin Updates – Only UST Records Growth
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Source: The Block, BlockWorks

Stablecoins

 UST maintains its lead as the largest decentralized stablecoin, with ~US$17.5b in circulation (9.5% total
stablecoin supply). This is up from ~US$10b in the beginning of 2022.

 UST is the only decentralized stablecoin to record positive supply growth for the past two weeks, suggesting
demand for UST on Anchor outstrips demand for UST to cryptocurrencies.
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Decentralized Stablecoin Updates – MakerDAO’s Growth Strategy

22
Source: MakerDAO, The Defiant, daistats.com

Stablecoins

 Members of MakerDAO submitted an “Aggressive Growth Strategy” proposal,
outlining goals to increase revenues and decrease counterparty risk (with
USDC’s Circle).

 They propose relying on “Real World Assets”, i.e. connecting with protocols
like Maple & TrueFi that focuses on bridging RWA borrowers to on-chain
lenders, providing cheap lending.

 It also proposed a capital raise to build up its surplus buffer. This will allow to
taking up more risk (RWA lending).

 Current surplus at US$65m is only 0.7% of total DAI supply. This pales in
comparison to traditional financial instutitions.

 Through debt issuance and equity sales, the proposal seeks for ~5x
surplus increase.
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Decentralized Stablecoin Updates – USDN Depegs, LFG on Bitcoin
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Source: BlockWorks, CoinTelegraph

Stablecoins

USDN, the stablecoin of the Waves blockchain, de-pegged from
US$1 in early April, reaching as low as $0.68. Users suggested
the Waves team was using Vires (for leverage) to artificially
inflate WAVES price and USDN supply.

The Luna Foundation Guard Reserve now holds over 30,000
BTC, the 29th largest BTC address. As the LFG gradually adds
more BTC, it will become the largest BTC holder once
complete.

USDN to USD
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DeFi Summary (15 Mar – 4 Apr 2022)
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DeFi Updates

1. TVL by chains
Terra outperformed while Ethereum/Solana’s market share contracted during Q122.

2. TVL by protocols
Lido surpassed MakerDAO climbing to no.2 due to popularity of ETH2.0 staking. Instadapp/AAVE led in this rebound for product 
launches/upgrades.

3. Top DEX pools
Liquidity rebounded across top DEXes.

4. Top pools in terms of TVL/Top APY pool - Yield Farming
ETH staking on Lido overtook LUNA staking on Lido.

5. DeFi revenue
7D trend for most protocols were positive, with large gainers like OpenSea, LooksRare, and dYdX.

6. Top performing DeFi Protocols (Lido, Instadapp, AAVE, Curve and Anchor)

7. Layer 2 roll-up demand recovered
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TVL Overview by chains - Terra outperformed while Ethereum/Solana’s market share contracted during Q122

• Total TVL increased from $200 billion in mid March to $231 billion on 4
April. During Q122:

• Ethereum’s dominance continued to diminish with market share
dropping from 60% to 55.3% while Terra’s share added 5% to
13.3%

• BSC/Avalanche/Polygon’s market share dropped slightly while
Solana lost close to 1% share.

• TVL on Cronos had doubled since mid February when Crypto.com
sponsored the Super Bowl 2022.

• Astar, one of Polkadot’s parachains, saw over 80% surge in TVL since mid
March as at least 15 new projects were to be launched in April.

26
Source: DefiLIama, AMTD Research

DeFi Updates
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TVL Overview by protocols  
-Lido surpassed MakerDAO climbing to No.2 due to popularity of ETH2.0 staking. 
-Instadaap/AAVE led in this rebound for new product launches/upgrades.

27
Source: DefiLIama; AMTD Research

DeFi Updates
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TVL of top DeFi protocols in terms of TVL (15 Mar 2022 base: 100)

Curve MarkerDao Lido Anchor Convex

AAVE UNISWAP Compound Pancakeswap Instadapp

Procotols 3/15/2022 4/4/2022 Period change
Curve 17,783,150,975                21,268,264,149        19.6%
MakerDao 15,114,573,248                15,753,527,878        4.2%
Lido 14,236,206,291                20,323,921,630        42.8%
Anchor 13,153,109,803                15,647,373,120        19.0%
Convex 12,433,494,582                12,892,598,165        3.7%
AAVE 11,394,133,637                14,268,602,762        25.2%
Compound 6,432,527,025                  6,884,208,022          7.0%
Pancake 4,360,663,447                  5,182,955,927          18.9%
Instadapp 4,055,138,962                  5,372,817,360          32.5%
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Top DEX Pool Trends
- Liquidity rebounded across top DEXes.

28
Source: IntoTheBlock

DeFi Updates

Uniswap Curve SushiSwap

Liquidity Provided Liquidity Provided Liquidity Provided
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Source: IntoTheBlock

DeFi Updates

Uniswap Curve SushiSwap

Fees per Liquidity Fees per Liquidity Fees per Liquidity (ILV - ETH)

0.7683%0.1928%
13.88%

Top Pair Data: ILV - ETH
Total Liquidity, USD

Volume Traded

Top Pair Data: 3pool
Total Liquidity, USD

Volume Traded

Top Pair Data: USDC - ETH
Total Liquidity, USD

Volume Traded

Top DEX Pool Trends
-Liquidity slightly rebounded; fees per liquidity increased.
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Top Yield Farming Pools - TVL

30
Source: Coindix

DeFi Updates

Note: As of 6 April 2022

Curve’s 3pool dropped 2 places as its TVL dropped
from US$3.85b to US$3.24b

ETH staking on Lido overtook LUNA staking on Lido.
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Top Yield Farming Pools - APY
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Source: Coindix

DeFi Updates

Note: As of 6 April 2022

APY of USDC and
USDT pools on Vires
have exceeded
100% amid market
panic on the WAVES
blockchain.

Top APY pool (TVL > 100m) Top APY pool (TVL > 10m)

A new TOMB-FTM
pool on Beefy offers
115% APY; TVL grew
~2,200% to US$11.1m
in 4 days.
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DeFi Revenue - DeFi Protocols

32
Source: TokenTerminal

DeFi Updates Project Revenue 
7d (US$)

Revenue 
30d (US$)

Revenue 
180d (US$)

7d 
Trend

30d 
Trend

OpenSea $82.6m $277.5m $1,610.8m 30.1% 12.4%

Uniswap $19.1m $82.9m $803.6m 8.5% 1.5%

LooksRare $22.0m $71.9m $478.2m 34.9% -34.0%

dYdX $8.0m $46.5m $320.5m 34.6% -16.8%

PancakeSwap $10.5m $41.2m $418.5m 26.4% 4.8%

Convex Finance $8.5m $39.7m $383.5m 14.7% -15.0%

Lido Finance $6.1m $27.3m $152.8m 13.4% 27.6%

Aave $3.8m $17.5m $183.8m -6.2% -3.8%

SushiSwap $3.5m $13.2m $193.9m 12.1% -16.3%

Trader Joe $2.8m $12.2m $158.2m 31.1% -34.5%

Osmosis $2.4m $11.6m $41.0m -21.8% 23.7%

Compound $2.4m $11.5m $126.6m -2.1% 1.6%

SpookySwap $2.1m $9.6m $109.9m 14.3% -74.5%

MetaMask $1.5m $9.2m $104.1m -21.9% -44.3%

yearn.finance $2.3m $8.1m $96.6m 39.0% -7.8%

BENQI $1.4m $7.1m $69.7m -1.9% -23.5%

GMX $1.7m $6.0m $29.8m 29.1% 5.3%

MakerDAO $1.2m $5.8m $52.3m 2.2% -18.0%

Curve $1.3m $5.0m $75.2m 41.5% -22.1%

Ribbon Finance $1.2m $4.8m $22.9m 4.3% 29.7%

• 7D trend for most protocols were positive, with large
gainers like OpenSea & LooksRare (NFT volume
increased) and dYdX (sustained volume in L2 perps)

• >20% declines for Osmosis and MetaMask.

Note: As of 6 April 2022
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Top performing DeFi Protocols

• Lido, Instadapp, AAVE, Curve and Anchor are top performing DeFi Protocols among top 20 DeFi Protocols in terms of
total TVL, with growth of 42.8%, 32.5%, 19.6% and 19.0% respectively in the past month.

33
Source: Dune Analytics; intotheblock

DeFi Updates
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Top performing DeFi Protocols – Lido Dominance in ETH2.0 staking 

34
Source: Dune Analytics; intotheblock

DeFi Updates

Note: As of 4 April 2022

Lido maintained its momentum in price and 
TVL growth. With ETH2.0 Merge in sight, more 
Ethers were staked and pulled out of 
exchanges. stETH in Lido takes up 26% of ETH 
2.0 staking.

Lido’s share of total ETH staked

ETH centralized exchanges netflows

LDO 1M performance
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AAVE 1M Performance

Top-performing DeFi Protocols – Launch of AAVE v3 fuels price rally

Source: CoinMarketCap; intotheblock
35

DeFi Updates

March 2022

Loan transactions/daily active addresses in AAVE saw significant increase.

Aave v3 featured cross-chain “portals,” isolated
markets, a “high efficiency” mode and other
features for a better user experience.
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Top-performing DeFi Protocols – Instadapp Lite Release Induces Price Rally

Source: CoinGecko; Instadapp.io
36

DeFi Updates

INST doubled its price since the launch of Instadapp Lite. Over $100m worth of stETH has accumulated in the protocol within 4 days
of launch. APY for stETH is 10.46% from 4x leverage net off fees, compared
to 3.9% APY in Lido.
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DeFi Updates

• New liquidity pool (UST-FRAX-USDC-USDT) in partnership between Terra, Frax
Finance, Redacted Cartel, and Olympus DAO.

• Currently available on Fantom and Arbitrum, later Ethereum.

• The “Curve Wars” will be over as the two largest CVX holders, Terra and Frax,
will work together.

• Currently, UST and FRAX is paired with the 3pool (directing CRV/CVX
voting power and “bribes”)

• Now, CRV rewards will go to 4pool instead of 3pool, which incentivizes
whales to provide liquidity to 4pool.

• Their goal is to starve the 3pool (DAI-USDC-USDT) by driving liquidity to
4pool.

• This will result in a loss of demand & liquidity for 3pool, and thus DAI. DAI is
45% of 3pool’s US$3.3b in liquidity and 15% of total DAI supply. MakerDAO
may need to join the Curve Wars for survival.

Top-performing DeFi Protocols – 4pool on Curve

CRV 1M Performance
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Source: Anchor Protocol, Terra, BeInCrypto
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DeFi Updates

• Anchor Prop 20 passed, which will aim to create a sustainable environment for the
Anchor earn rates.

• The yields will adjust monthly (max 1.5%) depending on the change (positive or
negative) in the Anchor yield reserve.

• The mechanism will help to lower depletion rates as the protocol seeks ways to
sustain its yield reserves and high APYs.

Top-performing DeFi Protocols – Anchor Prop. 20 Passed

ANC: $3.40
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Layer 2 Roll-up Demand Recovered

39
Source: L2 Beat 

Note: As of 5 April 2022

L2 TVL was up 28% in past two weeks, outperforming 16% TVL
increase in Ethereum L1, led by Arbitrum’s 45% and
Optimism‘s 55% surge in the same period.

DeFi Updates

Although zkSync successfully deployed first EVM-compatible
ZK Rollup on the Ethereum testnet recently, Optimistic rollup
was still mainstream at present.
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NFT & Metaverse
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NFT & Metaverse Summary

41

NFT & Metaverse 

1. NFT Dashboard – Most blue-chip projects rebounded led by Azuki event & airdrop

2. NFT Trading Volume on a Steady Uptrend

3. Average Daily Users on MagicEden crosses OpenSea for the First Time

4. LooksRare Introduces Rewards Auto Compounder

5. GameFi & Play-to-Earn
Axie Infinity Ronin bridge hacked for ~US$620m; DeFi Kingdom on Harmony expands to Avalanche.

6. News & Headlines
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NFT Dashboard

Source: OpenSea, CoinGecko, NFTPriceFloor.com, DappRadar
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Project Floor Price 14D YTD

“Blue Chip” Projects

Bored Ape Yacht Club 111.0Ξ 8.7% 74.5%

CryptoPunks 66.0Ξ -9.5% 2.1%

Tier-A Projects

Azuki 28.2Ξ 131.0% 704.9%

Clone X 19.5Ξ 36.2% 388.8%

Cool Cats 8.5Ξ 4.4% -37.5%

CyberKongz 5.0Ξ -13.3% 6.8%

Doodles 17.0Ξ 25.8% 158.0%

Mutant Ape Yacht Club 26.2Ξ 19.8% 124.6%

NFT Worlds 9.3Ξ -11.4% 288.1%

World of Women 8.8Ξ -32.4% 330.8%

Top Sales of the Week* Price

CryptoPunk #8865 450.0Ξ

BAYC #1562 200.0Ξ

BAYC #4874 200.0Ξ

Clone X #1427 199.7Ξ

Clone X #19042 190.0Ξ

BAYC 1131 180.0Ξ

Ringers #226 175.0Ξ

Azuki #4363 161.3Ξ

Azuki #7175 159.0Ξ

BAYC #3052 159.0Ξ

*Excludes LooksRare sales which may be subject to wash trades

Top Collections of the Week* 
(by volume)

Volume 
(USD)

3Landers $36.3m

Bored Ape Yacht Club $33.9m

CryptoPunks $29.9m

More Loot $26.3m

Mutant Ape Yacht Club $15.2m

Azuki $12.9m

Clone X $11.7m

NFT Worlds $10.5m

Degen Toonz $9.7m

mfers $8.7m

NFT & Metaverse 
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NFT Volume on Steady Uptrend

 NFT trading volume on a steady uptrend from two-month lows of
~US$126m, boosted by Apecoin airdrop and increase in crypto prices.

 Even so, it marks a 69% decrease from the peak of US$1.03b in January.

 The steady volume increase is reflected in average ETH gas prices of an
average 55 gwei (January: ~150+ gwei).

 OpenSea consumed ~13.5% of total gas on Ethereum over the last two
months.

Source: Dune Analytics, Etherscan 
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Average Daily Users on NFT Marketplaces

 Average daily users on OpenSea leveled off at ~30K+

 Solana marketplace MagicEden continued its slow ascent,
crossing OpenSea in average daily users for the first time.

Source: DappRadar, AMTD Research
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Marketplace Average Price per Trade*

OpenSea US$930.6

MagicEden US$292.4

*Notes: of all time
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LooksRare Introduces Rewards Auto Compounder

 LooksRare rewards its users with wETH for trading on its platform.

 It introduced its LOOKS Compounder, which automatically uses the
wETH to buy LOOKS and restakes the LOOKS, which are also auto
compounding.

 The LOOKS Compounder offers ~265% APY; total auto-compounded
LOOKS have reached US$1.4m since its launch on March 29.

Source: Dune Analytics, LooksRare
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GameFi & Play-to-Earn

NFT & Metaverse 

Axie Infinity network Ronin hacked

• The Ronin Network was hacked with thieves making off with 
~US$620m in Ether and USDC.

• The hacker obtained the majority (5 out of 9) of the private keys 
of the validators, enabling it to forge fake withdrawals. 

• Ronin Network is working with law enforcement, major 
exchanges, and forensic investigators to investigate, recover, and 
reimburse the lost funds.

• Ronin has replaced all former validators and increased threshold 
from 5 to 8.

• The hack won’t bode well with users; despite a revised $SLP 
tokenomics, Axie Infinity protocol revenues continues to decline, 
with just US$27.6m in protocol revenues for the last 90 days, 
ranked sixth. 

Source: Axie World, DappRadar, Token Terminal, CoinDesk, Synapse Protocol

Dapp 90D Protocol Revenue
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GameFi & Play-to-Earn

NFT & Metaverse 

Source: Axie World, DappRadar, Token Terminal, CoinDesk, Synapse Protocol

DeFi Kingdoms Expands to Avalanche

• The top project on the Harmony blockchain, DeFi Kingdoms game, 
officially launched its cross-chain expansion to Avalanche.

• The game features a new realm, Crystalvale, on its own subnet on 
Avalanche.

• Its Harmony realm has 160k+ users over the last 30 days, with 
US$800m+ in volume.

• Synapse bridged over US$470m in assets into the DeFi Kingdoms 
subnet in 24 hours of its launch.
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News & Headlines

Yuga Labs’ Stellar Financial Performance

Yuga Labs, the company behind Bored Ape Yacht
Club and more recently CryptoPunks and Meebits,
had a net profit margin of 92.4% in 2021, according
to a leaked pitch deck. [Twitter]
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GameStop NFT Marketplace Launched on Loopring

GameStop, the renowned videogame retailer, has
announced its beta launch of its NFT marketplace, which is
built atop L2 protocol Loopring. The marketplace provides
Ethereum security with <US$1 to mint. [Loopring]

NFT Creators Charged with Fraud

The two creators of NFT project Frosties were charged with
wire fraud and conspiracy to commit money laundering by
New York federal prosecutors. They allegedly executed a
“rug pull”, abandoning the project within hours the project
sold out. It is the first charge of its kind. [Bloomberg]

A Metaverse Using ENS Domains

Phi, a project built in StarkNet, envisions a metaverse
created from ENS domains and on-chain activity. Objects on
one’s land (ENS address) will grow with increase in on-chain
activities, helping to visualize on-chain activity. [Medium]
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News & Headlines (continued)

Metaverse Fashion Week: 70 Brands Do Their Best to
Showcase Style in Decentraland

Estée Lauder, Dolce & Gabbana, Forever 21 and more are 
participating in the virtual fashion experience. [CoinDesk]
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OpenSea Teases April Integration of Solana NFTs

NFT traders will be able to buy and sell Solana NFTs on 
OpenSea's website starting next month, the firm hinted in a 
video promo it posted on Twitter. [TheBlock]

Samsung Partners with Nifty Gateway for NFT Platform

Samsung announced its partnership with Nifty Gateway to 
develop a smart TV NFT platform to browse, display, and trade 
NFTs. [Samsung]
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Regulatory Updates
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Regulatory Updates 

• The EU Parliament voted to outlaw anonymous crypto transactions against objections from the industry that it would intrude on
privacy. The proposals call for more stringent KYC and AML requirements, including those with self-hosted wallets.

• US SEC targeted to re-define what security deals meant, which would scope in AMM and liquidity provider with more than $50m in
total assets. Chairman Gary Gensler said his agency was cooperating with the Commodity Futures Trading Commission in a view to
splitting oversight of crypto trading platforms between the two entities.

• Two U.S. lawmakers introduced “Stablecoins Transparency Act” bill to enhance transparency in the stablecoin sector. The bill might
stipulate standards for the quality of assets held in reserve and require audit on their reserves.

• UK government released its plans of three sets of legislation this year: 1) regulatory sandbox on financial market infrastructure
(mainly on how to adopt blockchain related technology); 2) regulatory plans on stablecoins; 3) regulation on cryptocurrencies.

• Russian Deputy Minister of Energy proposed to legalize crypto mining as soon as possible.

• While many crypto mining activities shifted to Kazakhstan last year, the local government newly cracked down on illegal crypto mining
and asked 106 sites to stop operation. In addition, Kazakhstan is launching a pilot project to operate crypto exchanges locally while
preventing banking services to be used in crypto activities.

• Abu Dhabi published a consultation paper “Proposals for enhancements to capital markets and virtual assets in Abu Dhabi
Global Markets”, including a guideline on NFT trading.

• FTX Europe became the first firm to operate a crypto exchange and trading house in Dubai.

• Binance was granted a Crypto Asset Service Provider License from Bahrain’s Central Bank.

• Gemini received an e-money license from the central bank of Ireland.
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Regulatory Updates (continued) 

• El Salvador delayed the issuance of its $1 million Bitcoin bond offering due to weak market sentiments on Bitcoin.

• Thailand will ban crypto as a means of payment, but not crypto trading given anti-monetary concerns.

• Indian authority identified 11 crypto exchanges that was alleged to undertake tax evasion. India’s tax rule on crypto
assets took effect starting 1 April 2022, entailing 30% capital gain tax and 1% tax deducted at source.

• Kraken Bank, a subsidiary of Kraken Crypto Exchange, is set to gain a Federal Reserve Master Account, a critical
movement to access global payment system.

• Japan’s Prime Minister Fumio Kishida will soon submit plans to block Russia from circumventing Western sanctions
via crypto.

• United Arab Emirates issued its provisional approval to BitOasis, a Middle-East focused crypto exchange. UAE aimed
to become virtual asset center after passing its first law to regulate digital assets and forming Virtual Asset Regulatory
Authority (VARA) in March.

• Indonesia is poised to charge value-added tax (VAT) on crypto transactions and tax capital gains at a 0.1% rate
beginning 1 May.

• Parliament of Singapore passed the Financial Services and Markets Bill, requiring virtual asset service providers doing
business outside Singapore to be licensed and subject to Anti-Money Laundering and Combating the Financing of
Terrorism requirements, or AML and CFT, respectively.
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Notable Tweets
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Notable Tweets

#Launch of ApeCoin
and arbitrage 
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Notable Tweets

#Discussion over LFG adding bitcoin to its reserve

#LayerZero Buzz

#StarGate
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Notable Tweets

#Thorchain Updates
#Azuki – next BAYC?
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Notable Tweets

#Phishing & Hacking 

Ronin bridge lost record $600m from hacking
Pop Star Jay Chou fell victim to phishing

DeFiance Founder faced 1.7m loss 
from phishing scam

CashioApp exploit
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